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This is a list of the questions posed during a webinar on Aerial Digimap Collection. 

 

Q: Do we have access to the older data? 

A: Currently, the data we hold in Digimap only dates back to the 90s but we are aware that the older 
data would be useful.  The current deal with Getmapping doesn't include it, but we are looking at 
ways of possibly including it in the future. 

 

Q: Can we access data from the 1990s AND from the 00s of the same area? 

A: Not yet, no. We only have a single image for each area. We understand that this is the latest 
version of the data that Getmapping are able to provide. We will be getting updates annually, and 
will therefore build up a "picture through time". We are also aiming to obtain whatever other data 
Getmapping may be able to offer offering alternative time/location to that we currently hold. 

 

Q: Can Aerial Digimap be used by anyone who visits the website, for free? 

A: Aerial Digimap is a subscription service, so once your institution subscribes anyone with the 
appropriate login credentials issued by that institution will be able to register and login to use the 
images free at the point of use. Note that these are licensed images and therefore are subject to 
licence terms. 

 

Q: Would be good to see what layers were used and what plugin for QGIS please 

A: The layers used in the QGIS 3D model demonstrated during the webinar were all downloaded 
from Ordnance Survey Data Download or Aerial Download: 

• OS Terrain 5 DTM 
• Aerial Photography 
• OS MasterMap Building Height Attribute 
• OS Open Roads 
• OS Terrain 5 Contours 
• OS MasterMap Topography Layer (for the positioned coniferous and non-coniferous tress) 

The 3D model was created using the qgis2three plugin. 

Further information on creating a 3D model in QGIS using qgis2three can be found on the following 
help page: 

http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/webhelp/digimapgis/index.htm#qgis/building_height_attribute/bha_in_q
gis.htm 

 

http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/webhelp/digimapgis/index.htm%23qgis/building_height_attribute/bha_in_qgis.htm
http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/webhelp/digimapgis/index.htm%23qgis/building_height_attribute/bha_in_qgis.htm


Q: Is the Near Infra-Red (NIR) available, in addition to Red-Green-Blue (RGB)? 

A: No, at the moment only the RGB version is available, but the addition of other versions of the data 
is something we may look at depending on demand. 

 

Q: Is the imagery terrain corrected (i.e. using a Digital Terrain Model) and therefore psuedo-
orthophotos, or "true" orthophotos (i.e. corrected using a Digital Surface Model)? 

A: We’ve spoken to Getmapping and they assured us that they are true orthophotos and that are 
ortho-rectified using a series of Ground Control Points across the country matched against detailed 
mapping from Ordnance Survey. 

 

Q: When looking at a tile with two different flown dates, is there a way to tell how much data from 
each flight has been used? 

A: This information isn’t provided by Getmapping as metadata but in tiles that are made up of data 
from more than one flight date it is possible to measure the area of each section of data using the 
Measurement Tools in Aerial Roam or by downloading and opening the tile in a GIS package.  The 
boundaries between the data from two different flights is usually visible in each tile as a marked 
change in colour making it relatively easy to measure the area. 

 

Q: What is the typical file size for a 1km tile, roughly? 

A: As a guide 100 tiles comes out a roughly 700mb but individual tiles can be up to 15MB in size, it all 
depends on the depth of colour in each tile. 

 

Q: Do the JPEGs also come with JGW and PRJ files? 

A: Each tile is provided with a corresponding .jgw (world) file which allows the data to be correctly 
geo-referenced in GIS and CAD systems. The data is not supplied with .prj (projection) files but all 
data is supplied in British National Grid. 

 

Q: How effective will this be for an engineering student? 

A: It depends on what scale of engineering you're doing, it it's engineering of large 
features/structures then creating realistic 3D models using accurate aerial imagery would be very 
useful. 

 

Q: Please can you remind me of the link to the webinar list? 

We are currently finalising the webinars that we will run this year, once confirmed they will be listed 
on our blog (http://digimap.blogs.edina.ac.uk/events/) and advertised via Twitter 
(https://twitter.com/EDINA_Digimap) and Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/EDINADigimap/). 

 

Q: Is it possible to extract 3D data to be used in wireless communications using the raytracing 
technique? 

http://digimap.blogs.edina.ac.uk/events/
https://twitter.com/EDINA_Digimap
https://www.facebook.com/EDINADigimap/


A: You can't extract 3D data from Aerial Digimap as it just provides flat imagery. However, the Terrain 
5 DTM from Ordnance Survey Download in Digimap could be used to view the land surface in detail 
in 3D. 

 

Q: How far offshore does the imagery data extend? 

A: The imagery covers the landmass, but you get full 1km x 1km tiles so if there is a bit of land in the 
corner of a tile, you will get a tile that is mostly sea, however this is obviously not consistent around 
the country as it depends where the land falls on the 1km tile grid. 
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